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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Why does the flywheel be made with the whole mass being concenlrated in its
rim?

2. What are the factors on which the kinetic energy of a rotating body about an axis
depends?

3. Why does a periodic motion be called harmonic motion?

4. What ls a torsion pendulum?

5. Prove that the time period of a compound penduhlm is the maximum when the
length is zero.

6. What is a cantilever?

7. Write down the expression for the strain energy of a twisted cylinder.

P.T.O.



8. Does surface tension of liquids change with temperature? Give details.

L Write down the dimension and unit of coefficient of viscosity.

10. According to NeMon, what are the factors on whicti the viscous force on a fluid
layer depends?

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions, not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
2 marks.

1 1. Mention the features of a rigid body.

12. How do you identify a solid sphere from a hollow sphere of same size and mass?

13. Determine the moment of inertia of a uniform rod of length I and mass m about
an axis through its centre and perpendictdar to its length.

.14. List out the fealures of a progressive simple harmonic wave.

15. Dmw lhe energy diagram of a simple harmonic motion and explain it.

'16. Can we consider a diatomic molecular as coupled oscillator? Explain.

17. Which are the characteristics of a wave motion?

18. What are energy density and energy current of progressive wave? How are they
related?

19. What is compound pendulum? What are centre of suspension and cenlre of
oscillation?

20. Distinguish between angle of twist and angle ofshear.

21. Explain the experimental arrangement to find out the Young's modulus of a
material of rectangular bar'arranged in uniform bending using pin and
microscope.

22. What are the differences between uniform and non-uniform bending?

23. Explain torsional rigidity.

24. Mention the principle and applications of Jaeger's method.

2 N-3975



25. Mention the limitations of Poiseuille's formula.

26. Differentiate between cohesive and adhesive forces.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. Determine the moment of inertia of earth about its axis of rotation by assuming
earth as a solid sphere of uniform density 5520 kgm{ and radius 6400 km. Also
find the radius of gyration.

28. A rigid body is spinning with an angular velocity of 4 radians per second about an
axis parallel to 3i -k. passing through the point I + 3j + k. Find the velocity of the
particle at the poinl 4i -2j + k .

29. A spring whose force constant is 100 Nm-1, hangs vertically supporting a 1 kg
mass at rest. Find the distance by which the mass should be pulled down so that
on being released it may pass the equilibrium position with a velocity of 1 m/s.
Find the frequency of oscillations.

30. A harmonic wave is given by y = 10sin2o(0.4t -0.5x). Find the amplitude,
frequency, wavelength and velocity if x is in metres and f is in second.

31. Derive the expression for the period of oscillations of a torsion pendulum.

32. A uniform spring of force constant k is cut into two pieces whose lengths are in
the ratio 'l : 3. Calculate the force conslantrs of each piece.

33. A cantilever of length '1 m and uniform cross section shows a depression of 1 cm
at the ,oaded end. Calculate the depression at a distance 50 cm from the fiied
end.

34. A body suspended symmetrically from the lower end of a wire of length 1 m and
diameter 3.14 mm oscillates about the wire as axis with a period of 1.57s. lf the
rigidity modulus of the material of the wire is I GPa. Calculate the moment of
inertia of the.body about the axis of rotation.

35. Find the force required to separate two thin circular glass plates of diameter
1.2 cm, which haveathin layer of water of thickness 1.2 pmin between them.
Given the surface tension of wdter 72 mNm-l.

N - 3975



Jb.

37.

Water is flowing through a horizontal pipe of '10 cm in diameter and 1 km in
Iength at a rate of 10 litres per second Calculate the pressure difference required
to maintain the flow in terms of the height of mercury if the coefficient of viscosity
of water is 10-3 Nsm-2.

A paint drop of radius 1 cm sprayed into one million droplets of the same size.
Calculate the energy used if the surface tension ofthe paint is 35 " 1O-3 Nm-1.

38. The viscosity of water at 20'C is 10-3Nsm-2. lf its viscosity at 40"C is 0.65 x 10-3
Nsm-2 and at 80'C is 10 3/3 Nsm-2, determine the values of the empirical
constants used.

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. Stare and explain the general theorems on moment of inertia. How are they
useful in finding out the moment of inertia of rectangular lamina?

40. Discuss the oscillations of two particles connected by a spring and explain this
can be extended to find oul the vibrational states of a diatomic molecule.

41. Discuss the theory of a compound pendulum and derive the equation of the
period of oscillations. Hence explain the method of finding the acceleration due to
gravity at a place using a symmetric compound bar pendulum.

42. Discuss the theory of the bending of beams and derive the expression for
bending moment and flexural rigidity..

43. Deduce an expression for the difference in pressure on the two surfaces of a
curved liquid fllm. Discuss its various cases.

44. Describe the working of Ostwald's viscometer with necessary theory. Explain the
effect of temperature on the viscosity of liquids.

(2 x .15 
= 30 Marks)
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SECTION _ I

(Answer all questions Compulsory- Each question carries 1 marks.)

1. Find an equation for the local linear approximation to f =5-x2 al xo=2.

2. lf f has an inflection pointatx=xo, then f"(x0)=

3. State the extreme value Theorem.

4. The function f@ -- lxl-l has how many horizontal tangent to the graph offover
(-1,1).

5. lf f is differentiable and f'(x)*0 on (a, D), then the equation f (x)=0.

6. Find the velocity and speed of the function s(f)=f3-6f2.

7. A cylindrical shell is enclosed by two concentric right circular cylinders. The
volume of that cylindrical shell is 

--. P,T,O-



8. The lateral area of the frustum with slant height J10 base radii q = 1 and r2=2

9. The volume of the torus generated by revolvino a circular region of radius b
about a line-at a distance a from the centre of the circle is

10. Find the volume of the solid that is obtained when the region under the curve
y = J1 over the interval [1,4] is revolved about the x-axis.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - II

(Answer any eight question. Each question carries 2 marks)

1 1. Express the derivative with respect to x of y = I in differential form at x = '1.

12. Evaluate lm 1-sinx 
using L Hospitat's'rule.

13. Find the inflection points, if any, o'f f (x\= va .

14. Find all critical pointsoff(x)=3x3-tSr3.

15. Find the x-intercepts of the equ alion y = x3 -3x +2.

16. Define Rolle's Theorem.

17. Find 
dY 

fo, n =*':1 .dx'x"

18. Find the absolute extrema of t (x)=Axt -Svtr in the interval [-'1, 1].

19. Find the volume of the solid that is obtained when the region under the curve
jz = Ji over the interval [1,4] is resolved about the x-axis.
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20.

22.

A spring exerts a force of 5 /V when stretched t , O"yonO its natural length. Find
the spring constant k

Find the fluid pressure and force on the top of a flat circular plate of radius 2 m
that is submerged horizontally in water at a depth of 6 m.

Prove that coshz x- sinh2 x = 1.

Find the total mass of a triangular lamina with vertices (0,0), (0,1) and (1,0) has
density d = 3.

Prove that alsinh rl = cosh x.
dx'24.

25. Find the value of

26. Define Hooke's L

3

[(x0 +il= x2)ax.
-2

aw.
(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION _ III

(Answer any six question. Each question carries 4 marks)

27. The diameter of a polyureth.ane sphere is measured with percentage error within
I 0.4%. Estimate the percentage error in the calculated volume of the sphere.

28. Find lim ('l + sin x)t .
rJO

29. Find the relative extrema of f(x)=31s-5rs.

30. Determine whether the function f(x)= ,1 - hr" unyx'-x
interval (0, '1). lf so, find them.

31. Explain the steps for solving Applied Maximum and Minimum Problems.

32. Find the absolute extrema, if any, of the function f(x)=e('3 3") on the interval

(0, +o1.

absolute extrema on the

N - 3968



33. Derive the formula for the volume of a right pyramid whose altitude is h and
whose base is a square with sides of length a.

34. A space probe of mass in m =5.00 x 10akg travels in deep space subjected only
to the force of its own engine. Starting at a time when the speed of the probe is
v = 1.10 x 10am/s, thee engine is fired oontinuously over a distance of
2.50 x 106m with a constant force of 4.00 x 105N in the direction of motion. What
is the final speed of the probe.

35. Derive the formula for the volume of a sphere of radius r.

36. State and prove the Pappus Theorem.

37. Explain Fluid Pressure.

38. A liquid form of aniibiotic manufactured by a pharmaceutical firm is sold in bulk at
a price of $200 per unit. lf the total production cost for x units is
c(x)= 500, 000 + 80x + 0.003x2 .

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION - IV

(Answer any two question. Each question carries 15 marks)

39. Find a point on the curve y=lthat is closest to the point (18,0).

40. Find the area of the region enclosed by x = f and y = x -).
41. Suppose that the position function of a particle moving on a coordinate line is

given by s(t)=213 -2112 +60t+3..

42. Explain the surface area problem.

43. Derive the problem for Fluid force on a vertical surface.

44. A 100 ft wire is attached at its ends to the tops of two 50 ft poles that are
positioned 90 ft apart. How high above the ground is the middle of wire ?

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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l. Answer all questions, eaeh in a word or a sentence.

1. Who opined "our planet is not balanced.... Too much turmoil.... Too much
suffering"?

2. Mention the countries where a distinct bias of'boy preference'can be found.

3. What was the only human rights intervention made by the League of Nations?

4. Define Dopamine.

5. What was the key concept that led to the development of the modern computer?

6. Who is the authot ol Ancient lndian Social History: Some lnterpretations?

7. What great clairvoyance did.Amerigan Dialect Society show in 2010?

8. Why is it difficult for the policy makers to frame a pan lndia geriatric care?

L What will be the future of new fascism?

10. Why do we say that human dignity and human rights are inalienable?

. (10x1=10Marks)
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ll. Answer any eight questions, each in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.

1 1. What is corporate globalism?

12. Menticin the scheme implemented by the Haryana Government to curb drug
abuse.

13. What led to the need for having international instruments to protect human
rights?

'14. How does changing family structure jeopardize soiial and economic security of
elderly people?

'15. What helps to resolve New Year resolutions, according to Khyrunnisa?

'16. How did Thapar prove 'the observance of law is strengthened when people
understand its purpose'?

'17. Why are elderly women in rural areas mire vulnerable?

18. What is the pertinent question the Turing test has raised?

19. What caused steep fall in the fertility rate in Bangladesh?

20. Mention the initial attempts made at writing down the human rights in the form of
a document.

21. Why did plague frighten the beautiful people?

22. A computer junkie, what are the-physical ailments the author suffered?

23. What was the meaning of the term secular when it was first introduced?

24. How is a UTM different {rom a specific Turing machine?

25. How does dopamine in drugs affect brains?

26. What is natality discrimination?

(8x2=16Mirrks)
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lll Answerany six, each in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

27. Pivalizalion dominates our times. Comment.

28. What are the rights mentioned in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights?

29. How has women's literacy accounted for the sharp reduction of child bearing?

30. What are the do's and don'ts suggested to the author to avoid computer related
health problems?

31. The ageing population is both a medical and sociological problem. How?

32. Mention the international treaties that tried to uphold human rights.

33. How is education important in developing independent thinking?

34. Nanate the smart phone experiences of Khyrunnisa's husband-

35. What data does the 2011 census provide on gender inequality?

36. Describe Searle's objection to Strong Al.

37. Comment on the relationship betlveen religion and state.

38. What are the necessary aclions to be adopted to address gender inequality?

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two, each in about two to three pages-

39. How far does "lndia's Women: The Mixed Truth" discuss the varied facts of
gender inequality?

40. Sainath in "The Globalisation of lnequality" writes about the rising inequality
across the globe. Elaborate.

4'l. Give an account on the fatal effects of drug abuse and the' initiatives adopted to
prevent it based on the essay you have studied.

3 N-3795



43.

42

44. Write an essay on Thapar's views on the task of secularization in lndian society.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

"Living in the Planet of the Apps" examines how human beings have become
addicted to computers and smartphones. Justify.

Explain Leah Levin's views on human rights and the formulation of a written body
of human rights.

4 N - 3795
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. What do you mean by primary data?

2. Define central tendency.

3. Find the median of 2,9,7,3,6,8,510.

4. With the help of which graph can you locate a partition value graphically?

5. What do you mean by dispersion?

6. Why Quartile deviation is called the semi- inter quartile range?

7. What is the purpose of measuring skewness and kurtosis?

P.T.O.



8. When do you say a frequency distribution is symmetric?

9. Define curve fitting.

10. What is regression analysis?

(10 x'l = l0 Marks)

SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1 1. What precautions are to be taken before we use a secondary data?

12. Name the important scales of measurements of data.

'13. Define systematic sampling method. 
.

'14. What is weighted arithmetic mean?

'15. Deflne Geometric mean. For what type of data it is appropriate?

16. Show that the sum of the deviations of the observations from the mean is zero.

17. Define quartiles. What is their importance?

'18. Calculate the geomelric mean of 2,4,8

19. How do you compute the mean deviation about the mean in a discrete data?

20. What is the implication of positive and negative skewness?

21. Fot a moderately skewed distribution what is the relation between mean, median

and mode?

N - 3972



22 How do you comment on the type of Kurtosis with the help of the moment

coetficient p2

23. To fit a parabola of the formy=2x'?+bx+c,from a given data by the method of

ordinary least squares, wrile the normal equations that are needed to estimate

the paramelers.

What are the underlying assumptions of Karl Pearson's coefficjent of correlation?

When do you go for computing rank correlation coefficient?

Why there are two regression lines? When do they coincide?

SECTION - C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. What are the steps in carrying out a Statistical survey?

28. What are the advanlages of slratification in a data?

(8x2=16Marks)

29. Calculate the percentile rank of lhe student who scored 87 in the data giving the

marks of an examination: 59,82,67,85,7 5,7 1,77,68,91,87,83,61,95.

30. The average of 100 workers was found to be Rs.600. Laler on it was discovered

that the wages of two workers were misread as 350 and 450 instead of 300 and

500. Compute the correct mean of the data.

Write a comparison between absolute and relative measures of dispersion. What

are the important absolute measures of dispersion?

Find the variance of the first n natural numbers.

24.

,q

26.

31
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33. What is the effect of the change in origin and scale on moments of a distribution?

34. For a distribution the mean is '10, standard deviation is 4,y1=+1,/12=4. Find the

first four central moments (Moments about the mean).

35. Establish the Bowley's coefficient of skewness. What is its range of variation?

36. Can you ascertain the nature of skewness based pr={. Else, how can youpi

confirm it?

37. What are the properties of the regression coefficients?

38. Given the two regression lines of Y on X and that of X on Y as Y=2X and 6X-Y=4

respectively. Find (a) the correlation cbefficient and (b) the means of X and Y.

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. (a) Explain the advantages of diagrammatic representation of data. What are

the important diagrammatic representation of stalistical data?

(b) Describe the construction of a pie-diagram. Construct a pie diagram for the

following data giving the statistics of the lQ status of a group of students:

Type of lQ : LIQ Av.lQ Good lQ EGIQ

No.ofstudents 20 15 10 5

4 N - 3972



a0. (a)

(b)

Write the merits and demerits of A.l\.4.

The following table gives that distribution of marks of 100 students. lf the

mode of the distribution is 46.7, assuming that 40-50 as the model class,

find the missing frequencies.

Marks O- 1O 1O-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80

Frequencies: 5 8 7 - 2820 - 10

41. Calculate the (i) Quartile Deviation and (ii) lvean Deviation about the mean from

the following data

Marks:

42. Compute the Pearson's moment measures

following data and comment on the nature

findings from the following data.

Wages

30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70

15 7 6 3

'14-16 '16-18 18-20 20-22 22-24

7 20 12 4 3

skewness and Kurtosis for the

the distribution based on your

No-of Students

0-10 '10-20

65

20-30

I

of

of

'to-12 12-14

No ofworkers: 1 3

a3. @)

(b)

Discuss the various types of correlation.

For the following data fit a straight line of the form y = a+bx

Also estimate y when x= 20.

x01 2 3

Y 0 't.8 .3.3 4.5

4
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44. (a) Discuss the Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation and its relevance in
literature.

(b) The scores for nine students in physics and math are as follows. Compute
the Spearman's rank conelation coefFicient and comment on your finding.

Physics: 35 23 47 17 10 43 9 6 28

Mathematics: 30 33 45 23 8 49 12 4 31

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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ll. f+-fr erd yrf * rrrots soYrdi kfusr

I L z,fi scrr fi Tq l*c Frf,Fn ii E{?

tz. q-ag< * 
"it 

|rCjzn * cnr E', 3na ?

13. t-+:m fur a qtr qr rar-n sftiqt

14. fu 4i ErCi fr qfB T{ y{rrTsTfr\l

ts. @d <i-fi i qe= +iiirdl?

16. cit 3rc{E + k iiqti 3,r sTr} q-dl +l fll itss fun ?

17. 3{q[< + i-s a] asl 41z glEl?

1 8. +qdfr qirft{qitqrerl qrcrrE+iiEt?

1 9. 6trr €drq+ ft ,,+il+Ssr+rqrtmz

20. eTq rqi i f- r - i{i {flffi+ fuu rii q' }r.ri yt .rr i<rsrA z

21 rirdrFd rrqrq i fu{qff ftf,{ ffi t?

22. Tfisfl *rsLqt€r t?

23 ,ii rd3[qrqri s{Ed 6i {E-6r qTi?

24. c'Jfu*r* rffi Grr) qr 3{ft-fl 3*( fu{q ff Er rftEqr E{?

25. E{Ed rra @l id qr qrrd pi?

26 or.r aid+}it?

lll, fd-S 6: cli + T{r 6'{-{ r2o rml q ft{fuql

27. dri + nfi R.JF 6r flvffi.r +srEr?

28 fu{afistu,rdM1ifuCl

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)
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29. rr.d 3+{ci+ ffi c{fMfufuqt

30. erq€< 6r ie as{ * frqq ar 3{k{ si.r ih-l q{ ,rqr?

31. <dqrrn; ]iftq Fnii+rqdqfiffit

32.'qi{stii-.{ff i' ftrff iiqi6rqltqfifua r

33. +&'{ 6fff {drffqr rrrElifuqt

34. +Fd 3i{Etlrlfi <H,{ft.r"ft 1iifuSr

35. {c!Td 6l fu{ Erdl c{ 6rli{ aRTF €er?

36. Tffi 6d* i 3Tiirqm fiE q.flq yiqrr q{ fuquil liluq I

37. qqriq< rms6r {rfifa{ qftqq *Ht
38. Et{r qr rg{ gq{ chn eji !n?

lV. ffi ayr$+ emotu zsotrd t fufuqr

39'+qrfi' :qqrq6+qreqftrfuct

40. E{,rnrd'.f,Fm .lr sgb F scr

a1. dlEr1d 3qqrs i 3TrRs on( tarq ff r1.fr-6r qt yqnr <rftrq t

42 's6q' arnr i rrfqq+ afua i.r=+ q: r+Fr grfaq.

43. sdi.66rff q ftEd scsp q{ r+Rr Brl}\t

aa. rilqTra. sqam + qw{rjft qkdrgfr ff s'ssrefi 6r fud,r At+ ftqr.rqri?
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L oo3cr.]ceollcerc c)JceJoroilcacpcaroooogJ(oJd).

'1. c€,co o.J)rm a,rolc crqo o,r ^groco)

2. o.looor3oirooe;o lormJlerllalrooccorocoojlosa)o6ml

3. ffucrocmcq)J.lceroo6)ffn &corlocrloo3csoceml
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4. o(rroJcrojr.a oocm oojl(Darcereo" di. oc,ce|eJoo3cm oBl(oeLocolctcoo ctoo"?

5. .0to60 6roJ c(.lroeoJlcoocoe3ollcmJ o€)cm c'crJko og;v3oicorcococorol

6. oomolj(l)o -a]o4ojlo(o 66oro3oj2

7. oercorcgoollcol coroct-r3nilaoeo3 cor3saoo 6ecr4 aollrrlcaroi ?

8. a,\ng'erocnc rc crjlo er o{croo o{liD'.
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9.'cucdlo, @orto3 cdtoo)eraogmcoJcoel

rlraooiJ olGs(Uell c(occm6'no 63cgr €)ccer'

GrooSos ordl6r.A ?

.10. oraoJlo"]cao r,)cro)ord)nfr o3ocrocoovocra oo'ejcollco.t clollccaroi ?

12.

.

11.

50 orcaoilrtB aoJlcorcelro og;g c orca;oru5lcd gorooorocSor3a.

GrO O"ocm)@lc6 Gmc.n

(oo(& c(/)olcd)r6,Jn .doHcAc

ocoemccmc. orrdlLreojl

Ggcslola)g to.rsomA

olmdreo-r3o nupoo'o3o4o oJloooocaoge.

'aolcorJo orrmra3o cd3oej 6oe6)o-rocoH6erl6oa

rocd oroleroro ccocgo-or:rAc6o6.sDoo{oo@!'

eoe1nSrmoocrorceml oJ corJl o,r0aot3a,

oom)c6m" 6d.glBcgdcA?

'"Oe;fl ocorqfl loo3oco4rrriloccor3<pio

oerr4o:endlaocoo3rmS cocooo.{o'

o,1l ooc16,njl@oJ€..

'emo&adl coercoroer o-oomrJeca ojs4cdcoa
og;cJlerscucomomcer!)occrrm' o1)oeromrgol151'

. e"oJl ogcncsm" gcguol@oJcmGll

ojler cord.cojJeoEopB dl 5roJ 6JdloBeJcoJA.

" 6Sl@Jd lcolos 5lol@oo ords) 6" Jd..

(?6,djltor(1Ic!mooloB8l 6roJ 6'jdloHel@Ja

(10 x 1 = 10 Marks)

'15.

13.

14.

16.

17.

18.
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| | |
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0e
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32. <oon! oc,r,6eo" mroeollaocoa o!c(r)Jco(o),1@ elr.J6oil]ogol8l crooorcoBos por'aem,'oa.go

m_nilemgo o€)oiID&coc6ma

.9-]6^d'Bm]eg mlrmoJoc6ra) oragf, 4ildlaoJ(mo{o6nBomcoJ6m"?

ollcmc6(,colroBgos lrr]ccoJ€,coaLa '6],/Dl .rDll,]o' oo.m or35om orodlmuccnocaejJ

oJcu o ae 34.

o"ococnrJoin;r.6 -3o.11<o €,JA"€rSrDir.nJ e4rAfin GcojJoJ.'looBcml oloo)Jcm

ocolno3o€]cerrecom"?

'cdlocmcolco rdtrjl4l co-to6Jcno<o56eelcn' ,)Oon' 6oJl65i' ctl:c(momJgp 6co6irouBog
ocrDgcoc6m)

n5).o.oro gr'o a,ello:aoo'o or iegl'lgltnioog.rna@ecc",mcar:6'rl?

ojlosJdo6n ocor@oJdgpg ooc,.rcerct:f gEllGrJos 6lcAoo6,cA €o.rDBcoc6m?
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lV. 300 rucaejlo? a,trJ)corcoor porooooc3ro3a (ooeraepo)

39. orsdo(Ao rcge&os Gc.&rco locr-rJo (o-]60(010 r@cr.r]ocQ) cfuojlc@o!,coeca olc,rr:orccojl

(o-loilL )^ 4{)ed5

40. 6rcgcdl66c)rcoGrdos m).d)crloxoJlcsno.!orar,6.'-]nilcr,ocul1oo3a.

41. cocsoa..r.Ae(4, copcuq4os (rrAddlo6rDo, mrcrllcoonsorar,a orgseorJlo.rcuocorgdl

po-]cn;mJ)ao3o.

aiiS!gc j lormac<noroilo(0 l" rc.oJe.o&c6 c|llcor:lonilaotra

35.

36

38.

33.

34.

43.

44.

pomocru3oila &oJlo16.,:4 qccmcgorll€oJ.rn nula,yocqogfcoro og;coBomcllJggcdrro6m.m"

ojdro0rs€oJ6

cdrojllo]cluocmoo-ro o..droilogsJorrJcmotaf, .r3oocrno oorll4
oxoco ll@ol@,.

o-,]ei colcrp]aocem;. rnlocoro

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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l. Answer all questions, each in a word or a sentence.

1. What is entropy?

2. Name two non-verbal cues.

3. Which is the standard form of English used in BBC?

4. What are Consonants?

5. ldentify the sounds underlined in the following words :

(a) k4s (b) Think

6. Mark stress in the following Words :

(a) kindness (b) pity

7. What is CV?

8. What is a blog?

9. What do you mean by gestures?

10. What is netiquette?

(10 x .t = 10 Marks)

P.T.O.



ll. Answer any eight, each in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.
'l '1. Distinguish between verbal and non-verbal communication.

12. Explain entropy, redundancy and noise.

13. Why is listening considered to be a conscious activity?

14. What is intonation? Explain different intonation patterns with examples.

15. What are the four main types of writing?

16. How is a formal letter different from an informal letter?

17. What are the differenl segments you should bear in mind while writing reports?

'18. Differentiate between intensive and extensive reading.

19. Mention some barriers to effective reading.

20. Give a brief description of the format of writing minutes.

21. How can you successfully introduce yourself at a job interview'?

22. What is the role of eye contact in communication?

23. Explain slrong form and weak form of words with examples.

24. Differentiate between pitch and intonation.

25. Write a paragraph on different forms of editing.

26. Mention some means to improve effectiveness in academic writing.

(8x2=16Marks)
lll. Answer any six, each in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

27. Complete the conversation given below:

Ra.iu : Excuse me sir, when is the next train to New Delhi today?

Station Master :

Raju : 

-

Station Master: Yes; there is a train at five o'clock in the morning tomorrow.

Raju :That's great,

Station Master : Yes, you can do the booking right away.

Raju :

Station Master : Of course, we offer accommodation.

Raju : 

-
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Station Master: The rent varies according to the facilities offered. What kind of
room do you need?

Raju :

Station

How can I go to the dormitory?

Master :

Raju :

28. You are asked to anchor the Merit Day celebrations of your college. Prepare a
scripl for the same.

29. Prepare a speech on Post-covid situation in the field of education.

30. You are the fine-arts secretary of your college. You would like to bring a celebrity
artist for the Arts Festival as chief guest and you are talking to him/her over
lelephonb. Prepare at least ten exchanges between you and the artisl.

31. Write a blog on the traffic problems in your district.

32. You are interesled to begin a startup company. Write an email to Kerala Startup
Mission enquiring about the financial assistance you could avail for this business
enterprise.

33. Write a script for a podcast on the analysis of a movie you have watched
recently.

34. Edit the passage given below :

ln developing countries, child marriage still exist and is responsibility for ruining
many lives. Similarly, dowry is a very serious and common social issue that
almost all classes of people partake in. Another prominent social issues is
gender inequality which take away many opportunity from deserving people.
Domestic violence especially against women are a serious social issue we must
all fight against.

35. Prepare minutes of a meeting conducted by the Nature CIub of your college in
relation to the World Environmental Day. lmagine you are the coordinator of this
Club.

36. Write a report on a proposal for organizing a theatre workshop.

37. Write a letter to your uncle giving him a description of your class project.

38. Prepare notes for the following passage :

Body speaks more eloquently than words. People comprehend through
observing the speaker rather than merely listening to the words spoken loudly.
Soft skills are about working on your personality, your behaviour patterns, your
communication skills and inter-personal skills. You may not be getting grades for

N - 3757



tv.

your soft skills as against your hard skills which involve direct evaluation
methods. Soft skills become more crucial because it involve your emotional and
social intelligence as well.

Soft skills are developed over a period of time, through life situations and social
interactions. Nature and nurture play equally important roles in this context. As
an adult, one can improve one's life skills by becoming aware of one's self and
working towards correcting them. Soft skills can be developed through constant
practice and repeated patterns of behavior will get ingrained into a person's
character.

(6x4=24Marks)

Answer any two each in about three hundred words :

Write a paragraph on any two of the following :

(a) College life

(b) lndia as a nation

(c) Online education

Employability Centre in your district is making a massive appointment drive. You
make an enquiry with the employment officer about the kind of vacancies
available according to your qualification and experience. Write the conversation.

Write a speech on the topic "Eco{ourism."

You would like to apply for the post of marketing executive in a top rated
company. Prepare a cover letter and CV to apply for the same.

You are interviewing a famous sports person for the weekend edition of a news
paper. Write the possible conversation.

You have been asked to write a report of the cultural fest held in your hometown
recently for a leading daily. Write out the report, along with a suitable title.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

40.

41.

42.

43.

44
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